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'Filled to the brim with advice, tips and inspiration to enable you to achieve your dreams over
whatever distance you want your legs to carry you'Chrissie Wellington, OBE, four-time Ironman
Triathlon World ChampionFrom complete beginners to seasoned off-road runners, The Ultimate
Trail Running Handbook has all the training and nutrition advice, skills, gear and motivation you
need to become a fit and confident trail runner. There are training plans that take newcomers
from 5k parkrun to first trail marathon, while for experienced runners there are sections on
strength work, injury prevention and advanced training plans to boost performance up to 50k (30
miles).To keep you enjoying every step, you'll find advice on how to choose the right gear; over
20 easy, healthy recipes; inspiring stories from real trail runners; and advice from top athletes
and coaches. And if you want to explore new trails, you can use the navigation and route
planning section to create your own exciting off-road adventure.If you're a trail runner or would
like to become one, this book is your new best friend.

“Guides runners of any level through their trail running journey” ―Trail Running magazine“Filled
to the brim with advice, tips and inspiration to enable you to achieve your dreams over whatever
distance you want your legs to carry you” ―Chrissie Wellington, OBE and four-time Ironman
Triathlon World Champion“There is no more authentic trail running messenger than Claire. So
take her tips, appreciate her advice and get stuck in!” ―Vassos Alexander, author of Don't Stop
me Now“If you are in the slightest bit interested in trail running this book is for you!” ―Emelie
Forsberg, record-breaking trail and ultra runner"Claire has used her unrivalled enthusiasm to
create this superb book, hugely useful for everyone who's new to the world of trail running" - Trail
Running--This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorClaire Maxted is the co-
founder and former editor of Trail Running magazine. She now runs the YouTube channel Wild
Ginger Running, creating films packed with trail and ultra running advice, athlete interviews, gear
tests and race reviews. She hosts talks, speaks and presents at book launches, awards, events
and races. www.wildgingerrunning.co.ukVassos Alexander is one of the best known sports
presenters in the UK. He's heard by over a million people every morning as part of the Chris
Evans Breakfast Show on Virgin Radio. He's covered seven Olympic Games and commentated
on everything from tennis to triathlon, diving to darts. A seasoned endurance runner with a
sub-3hr marathon PB, he has completed some of the longest and most gruelling races on earth.
And he's the author of two bestselling books on running, Don't Stop Me Now and Running Up
That Hill (both published by Bloomsbury). He lives in London with his wife Caroline and three
children. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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TRAIL RUNS AREN’T JUST ABOUT THE POWER IN YOUR LEGS,THEY ALSO REVEAL THE
SIZE OF YOUR HEARTAND THE STRENGTH OF YOUR MIND.TRAIL RUNNING HELPS
ORDINARY PEOPLEDO EXTRAORDINARY THINGSKEEP RUNNING OFF-ROADKEEP
BUILDING A BETTER YOUBy Alistair Jones @RunningMrJones

FOREWORDClaire Maxted is ace. I’ve got a lot to thank her for. And, seeing as you’ve got this
book in your hands, so do you. We’ll get onto you in a moment. But if you wouldn’t mind, let’s
start with me...I first met Claire in the Lake District – I’d just completed my first ever trail race and
she was on the other side of a camera asking me about it. Fair to say, even at that early stage,
the trails had me smitten.I arrived in Keswick fresh from a lengthy quest to break three hours in a
road marathon. There’s certainly pleasure and satisfaction to be gleaned training for and
achieving a longstanding goal like that. But after many years with my head buried in a Garmin,
suddenly I found myself cresting a magnificent fell on a glorious spring morning, the sublime
radiance of the Lake District unfolding below me, soft earth underfoot, thighs burning, nostrils
gasping fresh, unpolluted air... and I was blissfully unaware of trivialities like time and pace. Quite
simply, in that moment, there was nowhere I’d rather be, nothing I’d rather be doing.When she
interviewed me afterwards, Claire sensed my nascent enthusiasm and over the next few months
set about helping to mould, direct and strengthen it. Soon I was gleefully spending weekends
running in the Surrey Hills, Dorset Downs or Brecon Beacons, anywhere there was nature crying



out to be explored. I started signing up for fell races, trail marathons, a 100-mile run along the
length of the South Downs Way, even the notorious Berghaus Dragon’s Back Race, a multi-day
mountain ultra over every peak in Wales. I loved every lung-busting second.These days,
whenever I see a big hill, I have a strange yearning to run up it. That’s partly Claire’s fault. Like I
say I have lots to thank her for.So, where does all of this leave you? It leaves you about to
embark on the most magnificent journey you could possibly imagine. Trail running is a wonderful
sport, as welcoming and inclusive as it is spectacular.It’s going to leave you sweaty and muddy
and a little smelly. It’s going to leave you with wet trainers, new friends and a bucket load of
unforgettable experiences. It’s going to leave you fitter than you’ve ever been.It’s going to leave
you cresting a magnificent fell on a glorious spring morning, the sublime radiance of the Lake
District unfolding below you, soft earth underfoot, thighs burning, nostrils gasping fresh,
unpolluted air...There is no more authentic trail running messenger than Claire. So take her tips,
appreciate her advice.And get stuck in!Vassos AlexanderRadio Sports ReporterI remember the
first time I met Claire, it was during the first edition of The Salomon Glen Coe Skyline, and her
happiness for trail running was shining so bright. It’s always fun to do interviews, but even more
with someone who is really passionate and has a lot of knowledge about the subject. And that I
can tell you, Claire is and has!I can’t remember now whether Claire was running the race or if
she was just all over the course following the runners, but from many of the races I’ve done, she
is there to report and to write about either the race, specific runners, topics, destination,
etc.From reading her book I can see how so much knowledge and happiness transmits through
her writing – if you are in the slightest bit interested in trail running this book is for you!It has a bit
of everything. Like the exercises that can be very good for all the small muscles trail runners
need to use for maximum strength. It also has good recovery tips, tips on nutrition, races,
training and everything in-between. The content lives up to the name, that is for sure.Even
though I might be considered an experienced trail runner, I still enjoyed this book. I think if you
like the subject it’s always interesting to read about it and you might find new ways, to look at
things, new thoughts and inspiration.Hope to see you on the trails!Emelie ForsbergRecord-
breaking trail and ultra runner

WELCOMECongratulations for picking up this book, whether you’re just starting out on your trail
running journey or looking to hone your skills with the expert tips, you are in for an exciting
adventure off-road.MY STORY – I HATED RUNNING!I hated running at school. I lived in fear of
the beep test, sports day, House cross country and even worse, the communal showers
afterwards. Running was always fast, competitive and therefore horrible. Luckily, I got involved
with hiking at school instead and loved the steadier pace, mountain views and adventure. At uni,
I decided to cure my running phobia because I was getting a beer gut! I forced myself to do it,
soon veering off-road into parks and woods to find more interesting routes. I knew about this
terrifying thing super-fit people did called fell running, so one winter I borrowed a very badly
fitting bumbag and huffed and puffed (mainly walked) my way up a tiny Lake District hill, then



slipped over on the frosty descent. It wasn’t until I was working on Trail (the walking magazine)
that I discovered the Lakeland Trails beginner-friendly trail running events – 10ish miles (16km)
on beautiful hilly courses in the Lake District. I loved it! It was hiking slightly sped up, and the
downhills were tremendous fun. So it was with great pleasure that I co-founded Trail Running
magazine and edited it until 2017. Now I run Wild Ginger Running, the trail and ultra running
advice and inspiration channel on YouTube. This wonderful sport gives you double the adventure
and triple the accomplishment in a fun and friendly community full of fantastic, like-minded
people. All you need is a pair of grippy trainers and a sense of adventure. And the best thing? It’s
brilliant fun, both mentally and physically. Enjoy your own journey into trail running.Happy
trails,Claire Maxted

QUICK STARTLater chapters will cover the aspects mentioned here in more detail, but if you’re
positively raring to get trail running, this chapter will give you the info you need to get off to a
quick start.

WHAT IS TRAIL RUNNING?Trail running bridges the gap between easily accessible road
running and skilful fell running over pathless mountains. Trail running is mainly on clear paths
and bridleways, over hills, around mountains and lakes, and along coastlines, disused railway
tracks and canal towpaths. Basically, whenever your feet aren’t hitting tarmac but there’s a nice
path that isn’t along an alarming rocky knife-edge ridge, that’s trail running.ROAD
RUNNINGRunning on pavements next to roads, dodging people armed with umbrellas and
buggies, stopping at traffic lights, breathing in fumes. Unless you’re in a race where they’ve
closed the roads and you can run wherever you like, whoo! Still doesn’t make up for the fact that
it’s a road…TRAIL RUNNINGRunning on clear trails on paths, bridleways and tracks, both urban
and rural, as long as there’s no tarmac. Trails might take you beside canals and rivers, through
forests and fields, over stiles and up hills and mountains with a soundtrack of breeze and
birdsong – freedom, exploration and adventure await!HASHINGA super-fun social, hare and
hounds-style run for all abilities, where the leaders lay a flour trail for the rest to follow, with false
trails for the faster ones to discover and feed back to the rest of the group so the slower ones run
the right way. Often on trails and almost always followed by a pub, what’s not to like?‘Nothing
beats the glow you get post trail running. You don’t need an expensive gym pass; a pair of
trainers and sense of adventure opens a whole new world.’Matt Swaine, former Trail magazine
editor, co-founder of Trail Running magazineCROSS COUNTRY (XC)Kind of the old-school
version of trail running, but with more of a short, competitive, ‘let’s blast round this muddy park’
vibe than today’s trail running. This is the sport I used to live in fear of at school!OBSTACLE
COURSE RACING (OCR)Based on the famous winter Tough Guy races from the 1990s, with
freezing water plunges, army assault course obstacles, barbed wire crawls and dangling electric
shock wires. The latter two are rare now, but everything else has got bigger, including huge
water jumps, monkey bars, hay bale mountains and slippery walls.ULTRA RUNNINGRunning a



flabbergastingly long way has become extremely popular over the last few years. The definition
of ultra is simply any race that is more than the marathon distance of 26.2 miles (42.2km).
Popular distances are 50km (31 miles), 50 miles (80km), 100km (62 miles) and the much-
coveted 100 miles (160km). There are even longer multi-day races too.FELL RUNNINGThe
most hardcore kind of running – think tiny shorts, club vests and racing up high hills and
mountains, navigating the quickest way possible over rough, pathless ground. Fell runners
welcome newcomers, but the sensible will ease themselves in gradually with trail running and
hiking first. Also called hill running in Scotland.ORIENTEERINGA thrilling combination of fitness,
navigation skills and strategy, often rural but also urban events. You get a map with either a linear
route with checkpoints (controls) to find as quickly as possible, or a score course where you
collect as many controls as possible in a given time, losing points if you’re late back.MOUNTAIN
MARATHONSThe ultimate test of navigation and mountain survival skills. Pairs complete linear
or score-orienteering courses in harsh, remote and pathless mountainside, carrying all the kit
and food they need for two days. Pick the right partner as spooning in the tiniest, lightest tent
possible is mandatory at mid-camp.MOUNTAIN RUNNINGA discipline with a global governing
body called the World Mountain Running Association (WMRA), holding world championships on
off-road, mountainous terrain but with clearly marked courses that avoid dangerous
sections.SKYRUNNINGVery popular in Europe, Skyrunning favours mountain fitness over
navigation with waymarked courses over testing, technical terrain at high altitude. In the UK,
what we lack in altitude we make up for in rocky, knife-edge ridges and scrambling.HILL
WALKINGHill and mountain walking is a fantastic intro to trail and fell running as it gives you a
whole raft of transferable skills – endurance, navigation, mountain skills and moving over
technical ground. Speed walking is an essential skill for off-road runners too.
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Bob Dog, “A Huge, Well Organized Encyclopedia of All Things Trail Running. Claire Maxted has
spent the better part of her media career in and around Trail Running. First as an editor for a
popular Trail Running Magazine, and later as the host of her own YouTube Channel "Wild Ginger
Running." She is a person who naturally attracts some of the finest people involved in the sport
of trail running, as well as most of it's finest performers. One could have said about Ms. Maxted,
"She wrote the book on Trail Running." So I imagine, one day last year perhaps with the
opportunity provided by the covid-19 restrictions, she apparently decided to ACTUALLY write
the book on Trail Running!She herself has run a wide variety of races primarily in UK and
Europe. Not always successful (read and watch her experience in the "Cape Wrath Ultra"), and
a self-confessed "middle of the pack" runner, this is far from just another elite athlete story. This
is a handbook for real, average people just like you and me. Five years ago, before I started my
trail running, I weighed 250 lbs (almost 18 stone). Today I weigh 198 pounds (almost 14 stone),
and although I discovered "The Ultimate Trail Running Handbook," after this initial weight loss, I
am counting on it for help with my next goal to lose another 20 pounds (1.5 stone).In this book,
Ms. Maxted shares nearly everything anyone could possibly want to know about trail running.
With her wonderful values, extensive experience, and powerful skills as a communicator, she
has published a book that is visually appealing with lovely graphic variety, and it's just fun to
read.I have completed four different 50K races, and I aspire to a 50 mile someday. Five years
ago, I NEVER would have imagined that I'd be an ultra trail runner. I struggled through short runs
and five miler only occurred when I locked myself out of the car after a three miler! But gradually,
with patience, a love for being outdoors, music in my headphones, a modest sense of humor
laughing at myself, I slowly built up my endurance. If I can squeeze it in, I LOVE to run 6-9 miles
on the local trails after work, alone, or with friends of all ages, both genders, and all skill levels.I
cannot imagine a better book to have had when I started my trail journey. I am not fast. Because
of this, I chose trail running (vs. road running) because trail running frees me from the pressure
of comparing times and pace. If there is a fundamental message in Claire's "Ultimate Trail
Running Handbook," it is a value for enjoying the experience itself.I believe as humans we were
all born to run.  So start walking.  Buy this book.  And enjoy the journey!!”

Nick Hallissey, “Informative, inspiring and inclusive. I got into trail running two years ago and this
is easily the best-written, most comprehensive and friendliest practical guide I've found on the
subject. The tone is enthusiastic, warm and welcoming, and bubbling with love for the subject
matter. And it doesn't 'talk down' to anyone, whether they're a complete beginner, someone
who's done a bit of trail running but wants to get fitter/quicker/smarter, or (I would imagine) an
elite runner looking for new ideas or approaches.I love the variety of the content: it leaps from
easy-to-understand diagrams to minutely detailed training plans, but it all comes together
smoothly. I also like the panelled format which means that pretty much everything is a quick (but



deceptively detailed) read.But maybe best of all is the range of voices, not just Claire's own (she
clearly loves trail running with genuine passion) but loads of contributions from athletes,
scientists, nutritionists, physios - and (perhaps most importantly of all) real people, telling stories
of challenges they faced and how they overcame them. It just feels like you're in a community of
people who know exactly what you're looking for and why you love this crazy activity. I
particularly love the 'your opinions' panels, which multiple viewpoints on stuff like compression
clothing, bumbag vs running pack, and barefoot running. (Many books seem to take the view
that the author is the only expert you need to hear from, when in fact everyone has different
experiences, interests or values. This book actively builds in those points of
difference.)Technique, training, diet (wow - the food!), recovery, tech, injury treatment, race
listings and REAL love for the sport - this really is a one-stop shop for all aspects of trail running.”

Mr O., “Brilliant Book!. This is a great book. I really could have done with this when I first started
running, especially as an extra mature newbie wondering if I was crazy starting trail running in
my late 40's? It's logically laid out and contains all the practical information you need to get going
in trail running. There are lots of useful photos which is great. I also like the "Trail Hacks" and "My
Story" sections. The page layouts are very clear and logical, which make lots of information
available at a quick glance.”

CX, “Packed with useful advice. A brilliant book on the subject. Suitable for absolute beginners
through to those of us who've spent years hill running. Some useful recipes, nutrition information
and running advice but my favourite parts were the stretches, strength training and training
plans. Definitely recommended for anyone interested in trail running.”

Steve callister, “Amazing book I would recomend to trail runners both aspiring and experienced.
After a break of a few years I have decided to start running again. I'm always keen to have a
book or two for reference and motivation lying around and so I decided to order this book after
seeing Claires YouTube channel wild ginger running. In the past I have had many books and
manuals about running and triathlon and I must say this is by far the best I have ever seen. It is
packed full of information, has great training plans (can't wait to finish my c25k NHS app to start
the plans in the book) and literally covers every topic I think you may need to look at when trail
running. The book is light hearted and easy to read but that in no way detracts from the
knowledge you can gain by reading it. One of the main things I love is how much the book isn't
about getting faster and faster, but about enjoying your time out running!”

s newberry, “Packed with inspiration and know-how. As a newbie to trail running and ultra
marathons I've found the content of this book both inspirational and a rich resource knowledge
for all things trail and ultras. From basic kits to a training programme this book has everything.
This is also grounded in the insights and stories from real running not just the elites.A book to



read from cover to cover and then go back and pick on the bits you need at the time, one for
future reference.”

The book by Claire Maxted has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 145 people have provided feedback.
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